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ABSTRACT
In this paper, with a novel data representation named mac-
roblock partition mode, an effective steganography integrated
with H.264/AVC compression is proposed. The main prin-
ciple is to improve the steganographic security in two di-
rections. First, to embed messages, an internal process of
H.264 compression, i.e., the macroblock partition, is slightly
perturbed, hence the compression compliance is ensured.
Second, to minimize the embedding impact, a high efficient
double-layered structure is deliberately designed. In the first
layer, the syndrome-trellis codes (STCs) is utilized to per-
form adaptive embedding, and the costs in visual quality
and compression efficiency are both considered to construct
the distortion model. In the second layer, facilitated by the
wet paper codes (WPCs), an expected 3-bit per change gain
in embedding efficiency is obtained.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.11 [SOFTWARE ENGINEERING]: Software Ar-
chitectures—Information hiding ; H.5.1 [INFORMATION
INTERFACES AND PRESENTATION]: Multimedia
Information Systems—Video
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1. INTRODUCTION
Modern steganography is the art and science of conceal-

ing the existence of the secret information into certain digital
media. The hidden information should be undetectable, that
is, the modified content should be perceptually and statisti-
cally (with respect to certain features) similar to its original
unaltered counterpart [6].

This paper aims to design a novel steganographic method-
ology using digital videos as the cover media. Since digital
video is one of the most influential media in our daily life,
video transmission plays an ideal cloak of secret communi-
cation and provides sufficient payload capacity. The raw
video is essentially a series of successive still images cap-
tured by optical devices. For the purpose of economical stor-
age and efficient transmission, a variety of video compres-
sion technologies have been developed. It has been about
20 years since the MPEG (Motion Picture Expert Group)
standard was established in 1993 [12] and MPEG-2 in 1995.
Then in the pursuit of a better compression performance,
H.264/AVC is developed [16] and has become one of the
most commonly practiced video coding standard since 2003.

In most early video steganography, embedding is designed
to take place prior to compression, and is applied directly
to individual frame. However, such methodology is rarely
adopted not only to avoid information lost caused by com-
pression, but also to reduce the risk of being detected by
highly-developed image-oriented steganalysis. As current
video coding standards usually consist of several crucial pro-
cesses, e.g., motion estimation, transformation, quantization
and entropy coding, recent researches suggest to combine
compression and information hiding together by directly ma-
nipulating certain coding process [15].

It is noticed that many recent high performance video
steganography are inclined to utilizing the motion informa-
tion, i.e., the motion vector (MV), as the data representation
[10, 1, 11, 3, 4]. Although MV-based schemes have many
advantages as high capacity and low quality degradation,
it has a few inherent vulnerabilities which have already fa-
cilitated many targeted attacks. For instance, Zhang et al.
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suggest that, if the embedding process can be modeled as
an additive independent noise signal to the horizontal and
vertical components, the statistical analysis of relative prop-
erties can be used to reveal the existence of hidden messages
[19, 14]. Cao et al. implement video calibration for steganal-
ysis and pointed out that, if a certain MV has been changed
for embedding, the changed MV will show an inclination to
revert to its prior value during re-compression [2]. Xu et al.
make a point that in certain embedding scenarios, the mu-
tual constraints of MVs will be destroyed [17] upon which
they propose a steganalysis.

Faced with the situation stated above, we are motivated
to search for other data representations to provide equiva-
lent or even higher levels of steganographic security. Fortu-
nately, with H.264, new opportunities for steganography can
be found. As one distinguishing characteristic, H.264 allows
each inter-macroblock to be further partitioned into smaller
blocks of different sizes for inter-prediction. Correspond-
ingly, an alternative data representation named “partition
mode” (PM) is defined and chosen as the secret information
carrier.

Definition 1. (Partition Mode). After partitioning mac-
roblock (MB) into smaller blocks, the resultant partition
form is defined as MB’s partition mode.

The reasons for our choice are listed below. First, com-
pression is an information-reducing process, the informa-
tion required for MB partition can be exploited as the “side
information” to help constructing a good distortion model
for adaptive embedding. Second, other than MB parti-
tion, crucial processes, e.g., motion estimation, transforma-
tion, quantization, entropy coding, are not affected. Con-
sequently, very limited losses of visual quality and coding
efficiency would occur. Last but not least, to the best of
our knowledge, no effective targeted-steganalyzer is found.
The reliability of existing steganalytic models are likely to
deteriorate when embedding with PM.

The prototype of PM-based data hiding schemes can be
traced back to Kapotas and Skodras’s work [13] which hides
the scene change information by sequentially forcing the en-
coder to choose particular PMs. Similarly, Yang et al. sug-
gest to make use of only sub-MB (with the size of 8 × 8)
partitions [18]. Our studies show that, the existing schemes
have several issues of concern. To start with, the existing
schemes choose PMs arbitrarily which should be considered
a serious violation of the coding principle, and the sequen-
tial embedding manner might drop the coding performance.
Secondly, as analyzed in 4.3, the achieved embedding effi-
ciency is not satisfactory. Consequently, steganalytic results
in 4.4.3 demonstrated that the security level is affected to a
certain degree.

In this paper, with the help of STCs [8] and WPCs [9],
a ZZW-like [20] double-layered structure is designed to per-
form adaptive embedding during the process of MB parti-
tion. In the 1st channel, each PM is assigned a distortion
scalar considering the factors of visual quality and coding ef-
ficiency. For the purpose of introducing the minimal embed-
ding impact with the given payload, syndrome-trellis coding
is performed to determine the candidate set of MBs whose
PM should be modified. Then the 2nd channel can be built
upon the coding results, and WPCs are used to embed ad-
ditional messages. According to the analysis in 3.1, with
the designed structure, an expected 3-bit per change gain

Figure 1: Structure of inter-MB coding.

in embedding efficiency is obtained compared to the STCs
used. Moreover, by virtue of the STCs, the steganographer
is free to design different distortion functions for different
purposes without sharing it with the recipient. The ex-
perimental results demonstrate that, the proposed scheme
can achieve satisfactory levels of coding performance and
steganographic security with adequate payloads.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In section
2, the basic concepts of the MB partition and the problem
of distortion minimization are introduced. In section 3, the
perturbed MB partition technique is presented, and we give
detailed description of the double-layered embedding struc-
ture together with the analysis of embedding efficiency. In
section 4, comparative experiments are conducted to show
the performance of our scheme with special attention paid
to the security evaluation. Finally in section 5, concluding
remarks are given with some future research directions.

2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS

2.1 MB Partition and Partition Mode
Like the other state-of-art video coding standards, H.264

reduces the temporal redundancy between frames by block
based inter prediction. To be more specific, Figure 1 depicts
the structure according to which an inter-MB is processed.
At the very beginning, the currently coded frame is divided
into non-overlapping 16 × 16 (in pixels) MBs. Then each
MB is further partitioned into smaller blocks. After that,
motion estimation is invoked for each block, and only the
calculated MV along with the difference between blocks need
to be further coded, e.g., DCT, quantization, and entropy
coding.

As shown in Figure 2, H.264 supports seven different block
sizes in inter prediction mode. As a result, there exists a
two-level hierarchy inside the MB partition and the corre-
sponding PMs can be further divided into two levels.

Definition 2. (level-1 and level-2 PMs). After parti-
tioning a certain MB into smaller blocks, the resultant PM
is called a level-1 PM, if only block sizes of 16× 16, 16× 8
or 8 × 16 are comprised, or a level-2 PM, if block sizes
equal to or smaller than 8 × 8 are comprised.

Figure 3 gives examples of all level-1 PMs and some level-2
PMs. It is observed that, actually, one level-2 PM is com-
prised of four sub-PMs corresponding to its four 8 × 8 sub-
MBs, and can be denoted by P = (p1, p2,p3,p4).
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Figure 2: MB Partition.

Figure 3: Examples of level-1 and level-2 PMs.

The PM decision is a trade-off between the visual quality
and the coding efficiency. In this paper, we use

J(P′) = βSSD(P′) + λR(P′) (1)

to measure the cost of partitioning a certain MB in the form
of P′, where SSD is sum of the squared differences between
the original and the reconstructed MBs, R reflects the num-
ber of bits associated with P′, β and λ are weighting coeffi-
cients. Then a decision is made via

P = arg min
P′∈J

J(P′), (2)

where J is the set of all possible PMs.

2.2 Framework of Distortion Minimization
Without loss of generality, here we use a single inter-frame

F with n inter-MBs as the cover. After MB partitions, the
associated PMs are recorded as

P = Partition(F) = (P1, . . . , Pn). (3)

Since the MBs’ PMs are used as the data representation, F

can be represented by P. With a given relative payload α, a
αn-bit message m is expected to be embedded by introduc-
ing modifications to some PMs in P, and the resultant stego
frame is expressed as P

′ = (P′
1, . . . , P

′
n). In this paper, the

modifications are assumed to be mutually independent, and
let every Pi be assigned a scalar γi expressing the distortion
of replacing it with P′

i, the overall embedding impact can
be measured by the sum of per-element distortions

D(P, P′) =
n∑

i=1

γi[Pi �= P′
i], (4)

here the Iverson bracket [I ] is defined to be 1 if the logical
expression I is true and 0 otherwise.

Table 1: Binary codes of sub-PMs

sub-PM Binary code
One 8 × 8 block 00
Two 8 × 4 blocks 01
Two 4 × 8 blocks 10
Four 4 × 4 blocks 11

In order to achieve a minimal distortion with the given
payload, a flexible coding method named STCs can be lever-
aged to guide the embedding process. In fact, STCs are a
kind of syndrome coding with which the embedding and ex-
traction can be formulated as

Emb(P,m) = arg min
P(P′)∈C(m)

D(P, P′), (5)

Ext(P′) = HP(P′). (6)

Here, P : J → {0, 1} can be any parity check function,
and P(P) = (P(P1), . . . ,P(Pn))T . H is a parity-check ma-
trix of the code C, and C(m) is the coset corresponding to
syndrome m. In more detail, H ∈ {0, 1}αn×n is formed

from a sub-matrix Ĥ ∈ {0, 1}h×w , where h (called the con-
straint height) is a design parameter that affects the algo-
rithm speed and efficiency and w is dictated by α [8].

3. PERTURBED MACROBLOCK PARTITION
In the proposed scheme, message embedding is imple-

mented ultimate in the form of PM modification. We call
our method perturbed macroblock partition (PMP) because
during inter-frame coding the encoder (the process of MB
partition) is slightly perturbed according to the coding re-
sult of the designed embedding structure.

3.1 The Double-layered Embedding Structure
Inspired by the ZZW construction [20], a double-layered

structure is designed to offer two channels for embedding.
With the 1st channel, the STCs is used to fulfill adaptive
embedding. Then with the 2nd channel, WPCs is used to
embed additional messages.

Under the designed structure, only level-2 PMs comprised
of four sub-PMs are utilized. According to the mapping de-
fined in Table 1, each sub-PM is assigned a 2-bit code, thus
a level-2 PM can be expressed as an 8-bit vector. For exam-
ple, the PM (e) in Figure 3 can be expressed as “00100100”
and (g) “11001011”.

Suppose the steganographer uses a cover P comprised of
n PMs which is written as a binary matrix of the size n× 8

P1 = p1,1 p1,2 ... p1,8

P2 = p2,1 p2,2 ... p2,8

...
...

...
...

...
...

Pn = pn,1 pn,2 ... pn,8,

(7)

and the two embedding channels is constructed as follows.
1st embedding channel: A parity check function P :

J2 → {0, 1} is used to compress P into the 1st channel x =
(x1, x2, . . . , xn), where P is defined as

P(P) = ⊕8
i=1pi, (8)

J2 is the set of all possible level-2 PMs and xi = P(Pi).
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Given a relative payload α, the constructed STCs is used
to embed αn message bits into the 1st channel, and the
number of bits flipped is recorded as r.

2nd embedding channel: Take the first 7 bits from each
PM, and write them as

P̃1 = p1,1 p1,2 ... p1,7

P̃2 = p2,1 p2,2 ... p2,7

...
...

...
...

...
...

P̃n = pn,1 pn,2 ... pn,7.

(9)

If xi ∈ x needs to be flipped, any bit in Pi is allowed to
be flipped. As a result, P̃i can be mapped into any 3-bit

vector by HhP̃
T
i , where Hh is the parity check matrix of

the [7, 4] Hamming code. Then a wet paper channel can be
constructed as

y = (P̃1H
T
h , P̃2H

T
h , ..., P̃nH

T
h ), (10)

and 3r additional message bits are expected to be embedded
via wet paper coding 1.

With n level-2 PMs, totally αn + 3r message bits are ex-
pected to be embedded at the cost of r PM modifications,
Correspondingly, the achieved embedding efficiency can be
calculated as

ePMP =
αn + 3r

r
= eSTCs + 3. (11)

It is noticed that, compared to the pure STCs, an expected
3-bit per change gain is obtained.

3.2 Distortion Definition
Under the framework described in 2.2, with every Pi ∈ P

be assigned a scalar γi expressing its embedding impact, the
overall embedding impact can be measured by the sum of
per-element distortions. Then the formulation of the scalar
γi has become the chief problem of the adaptive steganog-
raphy designing.

Suppose that after the 1st channel embedding, the tth bit
xt needs to be flipped. According to (8), this can be achieved
by flipping any bit within Pt. However, the steganographer
is not free to choose which bit to flip since it is determined by
the wet paper and Hamming coding result. In other words,
it is possible for Pt to be changed into any PM in the set
Kt = {P||w(Pt)−w(P)| = 1}, where w(P) is the Hamming
weight of P.

Since the PM modification is uncontrollable, the embed-
ding impact of Pi should be measured by the maximum cost
of replacing it with any PM in Ki. Therefore γi is defined
as

γi = max{J(Pi) − J(P)|P ∈ Ki}. (12)

3.3 Communication with Single Inter-frame
To better explain how the double-layered embedding struc-

ture is applied, this subsection gives detailed description of
the communication with single inter-frame.

Suppose the steganographer has one frame F to be com-
pressed in the inter-mode, and wants to communicate the
message m, then the PMP embedding process is carried out
in the following 3 steps:

1For conciseness and without loss of generality, we assume
that the capacity of the wet paper channel equals to its dry-
spot number.

Pre-macroblock partition: Apply macroblock parti-
tion to F. Meanwhile, record all the level-2 PMs P = (P1, . . . ,Pn)
and compute the associated distortion scales Γ = (γ1, . . . , γn)
using (12).

Double-layered embedding: Perform the double-layered
embedding process to determine which PMs in P have to be
changed and how the modifications should apply. With α
denotes the relative payload, Ĥ denotes a sub-matrix and K
the seed of a pseudo-random number generator, the details
are given in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Double-layered embedding with single inter-
frame

Require: Input P, Γ, α, Ĥ, K and m
Ensure: Output P

′ and r
1: compress P into the 1st channel buffer x using (8);
2: generate the STCs’ parity check matrix Hs with α and

Ĥ;
3: perform syndrome coding to embed αn message bits by

modifying x to x′;
4: record the number of flipped bits in x as r and the in-

dexes of changed positions as (I1, . . . , Ir) ;
5: construct the 2nd channel buffer y with P and Hh using

(10);
6: generate the WPCs’ parity check matrix Hw ∈

{0, 1}3r×3n with the seed K;
7: perform wet paper coding to embed 3r message bits by

modifying y to y′;
8: for i = 1 to r do
9: calculate the index j of the bit to be flipped in PIi ;

10: change PIi into P′
Ii

by flipping pIi,j ;
11: end for

Perturbed macroblock partition: Perform macroblock
partitions to F according to the modified PMs.

Then further encoding processes are continued to gener-
ate the compressed stego frame F

′. Note that before F
′ is

emitted, the steganographer has to share some parameters
with the intended recipient as the secret key including α, Ĥ,
K and r.

As to the recipient, he will first decompress the received
stego frame F

′ to get P
′ = (P′

1, . . . ,P
′
n), then extract the

secret messages as described in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Extraction with single inter-frame

Require: Input P
′, α, Ĥ, K, and r

Ensure: Output m
1: compress P

′ into the 1st channel buffer x′ using (8);
2: generate the STCs’ parity check matrix Hs with α and

Ĥ;
3: m1 ⇐ Hsx

′T ;
4: construct the 2nd channel buffer y′ with P

′ and Hh using
(10);

5: generate the WPCs’ parity check matrix Hw ∈
{0, 1}3r×3n with K;

6: m2 ⇐ Hwy′T ;
7: m ⇐ [m1 m2]

3.4 Communication with Video Sequence
One dominant advantage of video data as the cover object

is its huge capacity. But for security reasons, each inter-
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frame offers a very limited capacity. So the payloads have
to be shared in practice.

In order to communicate message m with a relatively large
size, suppose the steganographer always has sufficient covers
V = (F1, F2, . . .) and has shared α, Ĥ and K to the recipient
as the secret key. Note that in order to generate the WPCs’
parity check matrix, the recipient has to be informed of the
message length. As a solution to this problem, for the ith

frame to be compressed in the inter-mode, the number of
flipped bits in its 1st channel ri is stored as a binary vec-
tor with a fixed length l and embedded with message bits
alternately. For example, when embedding with Fi, ri+1 is
assessed in advance and then embedded into Fi’s 2nd channel
with other message bits. Specific to F1, only a l-bit vector
indicating r2 is embedded into its 2nd channel without any
message bits.

4. PERFORMANCE EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Experiment Setup
Our experimental environment is based on the H.264/AVC

reference encoder software JM 18.5, created by the joint
video team (JVT). The baseline profile is used in compres-
sion which supports only I and P frames. To implement the
PMP scheme, with the relative payload α set to 1/2 and con-
straint height h set to 7, a good STCs listed in [7] is used
to perform the 1st channel embedding. Besides, Yang et
al.’s method is also implemented for comparison. As shown
in Figure 4, 14 standard CIF sequences in the 4:2:0 YUV
format are selected for tests. The frame size varies from
90 to 376 at the frame rate of 30 frame per second. All se-
quences are compressed by the standard encoder (referred to
as STD) to produce the class of clean videos. On the other
hand, for Yang’s method and PMP, all sequences are sub-
jected to compression with random messages embedded to
create the class of stego videos, and the achieved embedding
strength vary from 80 to 200 bits per inter-frame.

4.2 Impacts on Coding Performance
The embedding impacts on coding performance is evalu-

ated from two aspects, i.e., the visual quality and compres-
sion efficiency, which are measured by PSNR and the average
bit-rate respectively. Corresponding results are recorded in
Table 2. What’s more, we take a closer look at one spe-
cific sequence “stefan.yuv” and plot the dynamic changes in
PSNR and the percentage of bit-rate increase compared to
the STD along frames in Figure 5 and Figure 6. It is ob-
served that, both Yang’s and our PMP scheme affect the
visual quality very slightly, and PMP outperforms its com-
petitor for it introduces less bit-rate increases.

4.3 Embedding Efficiency
With PMP, as discussed in 3.1, an expected 3-bit per

change gain in embedding efficiency is obtained compared
to the pure STCs.

With Yang’s method, the encoder is forced to partition a
sub-MB choose a particular sub-PM according to the 2-bit
to be embedded. Since each sub-PMs has a 1 in 4 chance of
not being changed, the corresponding embedding efficiency
can be calculated as

eYang′s =
2

1/4 × 0 + 3/4 × 1
=

8

3
. (13)

Table 2: Test results. (SN (Sequence Name), FN
(Frame Number), EM (Embedding Method), SP
(Secret Payload (kbit)), PSNR (dB), BR (Bit-Rate
(kbit/s)), EE (Embedding Efficiency)).

SN FN EM SP PSNR BR EE
STD N/A 36.684 1415.47 N/A

stefan 90 Yang’s 14.42 36.713 1441.87 2.67
PMP 14.42 36.684 1420.38 5.96
STD N/A 37.166 532.08 N/A

foreman 300 Yang’s 24.71 37.169 541.07 2.67
PMP 24.71 37.165 535.73 6.14
STD N/A 35.795 477.26 N/A

city 300 Yang’s 23.90 35.809 485.27 2.67
PMP 23.90 35.800 478.75 5.97
STD N/A 35.980 1443.11 N/A

bus 150 Yang’s 24.87 35.985 1460.57 2.67
PMP 24.87 35.977 1447.25 5.92
STD N/A 38.066 1105.52 N/A

crew 300 Yang’s 44.37 38.071 1123.10 2.67
PMP 44.37 38.068 1112.09 6.28
STD N/A 35.694 1338.14 N/A

coastguard 300 Yang’s 43.94 35.700 1352.65 2.67
PMP 43.94 35.693 1343.35 6.19
STD N/A 40.734 440.66 N/A

ice 240 Yang’s 21.01 40.747 450.98 2.67
PMP 21.01 40.737 443.67 5.92
STD N/A 37.155 1715.63 N/A

football 260 Yang’s 42.74 37.163 1734.74 2.67
PMP 42.74 37.160 1723.93 6.10
STD N/A 36.835 816.81 N/A

soccer 300 Yang’s 30.83 36.848 829.31 2.67
PMP 30.83 36.840 821.94 6.03
STD N/A 35.515 1747.95 N/A

harbour 300 Yang’s 62.20 35.509 1765.33 2.67
PMP 62.20 35.511 1751.91 6.11
STD N/A 36.063 1502.69 N/A

tempete 260 Yang’s 50.01 36.068 1518.96 2.67
PMP 50.01 36.061 1506.37 6.14
STD N/A 38.614 1074.30 N/A

walk 376 Yang’s 47.36 38.620 1090.28 2.67
PMP 47.36 38.610 1078.33 6.10
STD N/A 36.051 1947.45 N/A

flower 250 Yang’s 45.24 36.049 1964.67 2.67
PMP 45.24 36.053 1952.32 6.06
STD N/A 35.227 1919.92 N/A

mobile 300 Yang’s 59.93 35.243 1938.90 2.67
PMP 59.93 35.235 1925.34 6.06
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Figure 4: Sequences used.
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Figure 5: Dynamic changes in PSNR.
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Figure 6: Dynamic changes in percentage of bit-rate
increase.
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Figure 7: Dynamic changes in embedding efficiency.

After embedding with different sequences, the achieved
average embedding efficiencies are recorded in Table 2, and
the dynamic changes along frames of“stefan.yuv”are plotted
in Figure 7.

4.4 Steganalysis

4.4.1 Steganalytic Features
To the best of our knowledge, no effective steganalysis

against PM-based schemes is proposed so far. In order to
test the steganographic security of the PM-based schemes,
the idea of“video calibration” is adopted to design a targeted
steganalytic feature set. For those MV-based schemes, it is
proved that the modified MVs have the inclination to revert
during recompression [2]. Analogically, we wonder whether
the PMs have such inclination which can be used to reveal
the fact of embedding. To test this idea, a 20-d feature
vector is designed as follows:

Considering only sub-PMs are indeed modified, we pay
attention to the changes in sub-PMs before and after re-
compression. According to Table 1, we define 4 states cor-
responding to the 4 different sub-PMs, i.e., s0, s1, s2 and
s3. Note that, it is also possible that recompression turns
some level-2 PMs into level-1 ones, so a state s4 is defined
to cover any other states. We write an imperfect transition
probability matrix M to describe the state transitions before
and after recompression as

Pr(0, 0) Pr(0, 1) Pr(0, 2) Pr(0, 3) Pr(0, 4)
Pr(1, 0) Pr(1, 1) Pr(1, 2) Pr(1, 3) Pr(1, 4)
Pr(2, 0) Pr(2, 1) Pr(2, 2) Pr(2, 3) Pr(2, 4)
Pr(3, 0) Pr(3, 1) Pr(3, 2) Pr(3, 3) Pr(3, 4)

(14)

where Pr(i, j) denotes the probability of si to sj state tran-
sition, and compose all the elements in M into a 20-d fea-
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Table 3: Steganalysis Results (%).

STMB MVRB
TN TP TN TP

Yang’s 61.0 72.0 50.2 53.7
PMP 40.5 76.0 52.3 53.1
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Figure 8: ROC curves of the used steganalyzers.

ture vector for steganalysis. The obtained features are then
named STMB (state transition matrix-based) features.

In addition, Cao et al ’s MVRB (motion vector reversion-
based) features [2] are also leveraged to test whether de-
tectable changes in MV domain are introduced.

4.4.2 Training and Classification
In our steganalysis, 9 pairs of compressed sequences (clean

and stego) are randomly selected for training purposes, and
the remaining 5 are left for testing. A fixed 8-frame slid-
ing window is used to scan each sequence without overlap-
ping, and the steganalytic features are extracted from the
frames within the window. The classifier is implemented
using Chang’s support vector machine (SVM) [5] with the
polynomial kernel.

4.4.3 Steganalytic Results
The true negative (TN) rates, true positive (TP) rates are

computed by counting the number of detections in the test
sets. The performances of the steganalyzers with two feature
sets are tested, and results are recorded in Table 3. Besides,
the detector receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves
of the two steganalyzers are plotted in Figure 8.

It is observed that with the considered embedding strength,
the MVRB features cannot reliably detect the PM-based
schemes, and PMP outperforms its competitor when at-
tacked by the targeted steganalyzer with STMB features.
We can infer that, arbitrary and sequential PM modifica-
tions may cause serious deviations from the optimal coding
results, which may facilitate targeted attacks.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents a video steganography tightly com-

bined with H.264 compression. A novel data representation

called PM is defined and utilized to convey secret messages.
To perform data hiding, optimized perturbations are intro-
duced to the process of MB partition under a high efficient
double-layered structure. Experimental results show that,
satisfactory levels of coding performance and security are
achieved with adequate payloads.

In the near future, the PMP scheme would be further
optimized by testing on different distortion functions and
embedding structures. Meanwhile, attempts of further ste-
ganalysis are to be carried out under more complicated ste-
ganalytic models to ensure security.
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